Nick Conkle  
Senior Project Jazz Recital

joined by:  
Austin Hass, drums  
Eli Sheldon, piano  
Domi Edson, bass

Program

Personal Remarks and Findings

Ceora  

Lee Morgan  
(1938-1972)

featuring:  
Gavin Treglown, guitar  
Ryan McKnight, tenor saxophone

Birdlike  

Freddie Hubbard  
(1938-2008)

featuring:  
Owen Evans, alto saxophone  
Henry Sparks, trombone

The Three Trumpeteers  

Nicholas Payton  
(b. 1973)

featuring:  
Hannah Mowry, trumpet  
William Ward, trumpet

The Joint  

Roy Hargrove  
(b. 1969)

featuring:  
Gavin Treglown, guitar  
Owen Evans, soprano saxophone  
Henry Sparks, trombone  
Ryan McKnight, tenor saxophone

Nick is from the studio of Professors Chris Bruya and John Harbaugh.  
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree.